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Below is a news release from New Jersey from a couple of weeks ago. We intended to address this a bit sooner,
but wanted to provide some comparative analysis to augment it. Recognize, this updated 43-101does not include
a new resource computation, that is, the resource estimates below are actually from the original 2012-2013 report.
For the most part, the updated report notes something we have assumed, which is that the project has the potential
to be much bigger. However, we think that even the existing resource is telling relative to some other public
comps, so we think it is worth pointing out again.

Company

Symbol

New Jersey Mining NJMC
Hecla Mining
HL
Barrick Gold
ABX
Gold Corp.
GG
Agnico Eagle
AEM
Gold Resource
GORO

Market Cap

Enterprise Value

$
15,600,000
$ 1,600,000,000
$ 17,130,000,000
$ 11,080,000,000
$ 10,550,000,000
$ 239,000,000

$
16,770,000
$ 1,870,000,000
$ 21,120,000,000
$ 13,450,000,000
$ 10,890,000,000
$ 218,000,000

Gold Res. M&I
254,000
176,413,000
85,000,000
50,000,000
15,089,000
10,176,300

Approximate
Enterprise Value/
Reserve Val.-M&I Reserve Val.-M&I
$
324,104,000
$ 9,008,075,230
$108,460,000,000
$ 63,800,000,000
$ 19,253,564,000
$
377,522,310

5.17%
20.76%
19.47%
21.08%
56.56%
57.74%

The table above references published measured and indicated reserves from some other public gold producers.
Recognize a few things here. These companies are all larger than New Jersey, and most are much larger. Further
some of these also produce some other metal (largely as by-products) and we are not sure if/how those credits are
included in their reserve calculations, which could understate their values on the basis we are comparing here. We
have included two of these comparables (Hecla and Gold Resource for specific reasons. Hecla’s Lucky Friday
silver project is located in the same mining district as New Jersey, and Gold Resource is a local (Colorado) gold
producer that we included because many of our subscribers will remember this story from a long time ago when
they were first getting started and presented at some of our past conferences (under our EdgeWater Research
label). In any event, as the far right hand column notes, New Jersey’s market value (reflected here as its Enterprise
Value “EV”) is trading at a fraction of its reserves relative to all of these names. For example, in the case of its
Neighbor Hecla, New Jersey’s M&I reserves are being valued at about 25% of Hecla’s. Further that disparity is
even greater for some of the other names.
We recognize that on many levels, comparing New Jersey with at least most of these names is not exactly “applesto-apples”, and this analysis is perhaps cursory on the face. However, we think these comparables may help
bolster our notion that New Jersey is undervalued, and perhaps markedly undervalued. Public comparable reserves
are trading literally at multiples of New Jersey’s. Again, given New Jersey’s small footprint and its relatively
recent emergence into production etc. we understand a discount to larger more seasoned public comps, but,
multiples? Moreover, just to reiterate, this 43-101 update does not include a new resource calculation. Our sense
is that the next resource evaluation could very well include measurably larger measured and indicated as well as
inferred resources.
We remain bullish on the prospects at New Jersey, and we think analysis such as this provides a tangible basis for
some of that optimism. While gold remains a wild card (which has been under some pressure through Q4), we
think the production and ultimately reserve information out of New Jersey is likely to continue to improve.
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New Jersey Mining Releases Updated NI 43-101 Technical Report for Its Golden Chest Mine and Provides
Corporate Update
Dec 14, 2017
OTC Disclosure & News Service
COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho, Dec. 14, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- New Jersey Mining Company (OTCQB:NJMC)
(“NJMC” or the “Company”) today announced the release of an updated National Instrument 43-101 Technical Report (the
“Report”) on its Golden Chest Mine in north Idaho.
NJMC CEO and President John Swallow stated, “We are pleased to announce the completion of our updated NI 43-101
Report, which reflects mine development and operations since the previous technical report, which was released in 2013. As
noted in the Report, ‘Small scale-mining has proved that drill core intercepts are representative of mined grades and the
results to date are sufficiently attractive to warrant substantial exploration to further define the resource base and potential.’
This commentary supports our belief that the Golden Chest project presents an excellent opportunity for continued mine
development and we will continue to pursue near-term and long-term expansion potential – in areas of past exploration and
across the Murray Gold Belt.”
The NI 43-101 Report presents the Resource Estimate for the Golden Chest Mine as including 4.63-million tonnes grading
1.71 grams per tonne (gpt) gold (totaling 254,000 ounces of gold) in the Measured and Indicated categories and 3.86-million
tonnes grading 1.80 gpt gold (totaling 223,000 ounces of gold) in the Inferred category.
The Report has been posted to the Company’s website at www.newjerseymining.com
The Company completed its updated Report in connection with the preliminary prospectus it filed with the Ontario Securities
Commission (OSC). Following discussions with the OSC, NJMC has subsequently elected to withdraw its amended and
restated preliminary prospectus due to the imminent expiry of its time window to file a final prospectus. The Company
anticipates refiling its preliminary prospectus with the OSC in early-2018. Refiling the preliminary prospectus is expected to
eliminate the need for interim financial information and reduce associated fees.
NJMC also reported today that a trenching and exploration program near surface expressions in the Klondike - Katie Dora
area, about 370 meters north of the current operations, is nearing completion. Preliminary analysis is encouraging and the
Company expects to provide further details in early-2018.
The technical information in this release has been reviewed by and approved by Grant G. Brackebusch, Vice President of
Operations, and a qualified person as defined by National Instrument 43-101, standards of disclosure of mineral projects.
About New Jersey Mining Company
New Jersey Mining Company is headquartered in north Idaho, where it is currently in production at its Golden Chest Mine.
It is deploying its mining and milling expertise to build a portfolio of advanced-stage assets with near-term cash flow potential
and leverage to higher gold prices.
▪
NJMC is 100-percent owner of the Golden Chest Mine where it has both open pit and underground operations.
▪
NJMC also holds a 50-percent interest in the fully-permitted Butte Highlands Gold Project.
▪
NJMC built and is majority owner and operator of the New Jersey Mill, a 360-tonne per day flotation mill and
cyanide leach plant.
Company assets were developed with more than $50-million of investment dollars from New Jersey and other companies.
Management owns more than 17-percent of NJMC stock and has participated in prior financings and made purchases in the
open market.
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The Company’s common stock trades on the OTC-QB Market under the symbol “NJMC.”
For more information on New Jersey Mining Company go to www.newjerseymining.com or contact:
Monique
Hayes,
Corporate
Secretary/Investor
Relations
Email:
monique@newjerseymining.com
(208) 625-9001
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The above news release has been provided by the above company via the OTC Disclosure and News Service. Issuers of
news releases and not OTC Markets Group Inc. are solely responsible for the accuracy of such news releases

General Disclaimer:
Trickle Research LLC produces and publishes independent research, due diligence and analysis for the benefit of it investor
base. Our publications are for information purposes only. Readers should review all available information on any company
mentioned in our reports or updates, including, but not limited to, the company’s annual report, quarterly report, press releases,
as well as other regulatory filings. Trickle Research is not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment advisor
either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority. Readers should
consult with their own independent tax, business and financial advisors with respect to any reported company. Trickle Research
and/or its officers, investors and employees, and/or members of their families may have long/short positions in the securities
mentioned in our research and analysis and may make purchases and/or sales for their own account of those securities.
Trickle Research has not been compensated directly by New Jersey Mining for the publication of this report nor has New
Jersey Mining Compensated Trickle Research for any other services associated with this research report.
Trickle Research has an exclusive content distribution agreement with SMM.Global whereby SMM.Global pays Trickle
Research a licensing fee for any Trickle labeled content displayed, hosted or distributed on its site: www.SMM.Global. Per
that agreement, SMM.Global may charge issuers to host and distribute licensed research.
Issuers may choose to pay
SMM.Global for the hosting and distribution of Trickle Research. They are under no obligation to do so. New Jersey Mining
has compensated SMM.Global for the preparation of a profile, as well as for the hosting and distribution of that profile to
SMM’s database. In turn, SMM.Global has paid Trickle fees for the licensing of this research. Trickle’s research of New Jersey
Mining can be found at www.SMM.Global.com
Reproduction of any portion of Trickle Research’s reports, updates or other publications without written permission of Trickle
Research is prohibited.
All rights reserved.
Portions of this publication excerpted from company filings or other sources are noted in italics and referenced throughout the
report.
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